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I. Introduction. In this paper the problem of determining all i?-modules

M over a principal ideal domain R which have proper isomorphic submodules

is considered. Such modules are called /-modules. In the generalization to

modules from ordinary abelian groups, it is only in questions involving car-

dinality that there is any change, for the cardinality of the group is replaced

by the cardinality of a set of generators. Abelian groups with isomorphic

proper subgroups have been considered by Baer [l] and Beaumont [2]. For

completeness, we restate in the present context some elementary lemmas

which appear in [2], and we use Baer's theorem [l, Theorem 3] to prove other

fundamental results, as well as in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4,

both of which are generalizations of a result of Kaplansky [4]. We adopt

throughout the terminology and notation of Kaplansky's monograph [5].

Standard techniques from the theory of abelian groups are used to show

that divisible and reduced modules may be considered separately, and to dis-

pose of the divisible case. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a

module M to be an /-module when M is divisible (Theorem 2), and when M

is a module of finite rank (Theorem 4). A torsion module of finite rank is

not an /-module (Theorem 1), and a torsion-free module which is not divisi-

ble is an /-module (Theorem 3). For reduced ^-primary modules (which is

the only case left to be considered when M is a torsion module), we use a

method of Fuchs [3] to show that if the cardinality of a minimal set of gen-

erators of M is greater than II-RH"', where ||i?|| is the cardinality of R, then

M is an /-module (Theorem 5). The same result holds, if the cardinality of a

minimal generating set is Ko (Theorem 8). This final result is based on the

concept of a partly transitive module which is introduced in III, and on the

result (Theorem 7), that countably generated p-primary modules are partly

transitive.

For ^-primary reduced abelian groups G our results show that G has iso-

morphic proper subgroups if the cardinality of G is K0 or is greater than 2X».

We have the following basic definitions:

Definition 1. An i?-module M over a principal ideal domain R is called

an I-module if M contains a proper isomorphic submodule.

Definition 2. A submodule N oi M is called partly invariant it every iso-

morphism of M into itself carries N into itself.

Fully invariant submodules are partly invariant and partly invariant sub-
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modules are characteristic. Suitable examples show that there exist modules

for which these classes of submodules are distinct. Partly invariant sub-

modules are the subject of another paper by the present authors.

The following results are from [l] and [2]:

Baer's Theorem: The R-module M is not an l-module if there exists a

well-ordered ascending chain of partly invariant submodules M(a) of M with the

following properties:

(i) M(0) =0 and M(y) = M for some ordinal y.

(ii) M(a + l)/M(a) is not an l-module.

(iii) If 8 is a limit ordinal, then every element of M(B) is contained in some

M(a) for a<8.

Lemma 1. If M has a direct summand which is an l-module, then M is an

l-module.

Lemma 2. If AI is the direct sum of infinitely many copies of the same R-

module, then M is an l-module.

II. /-modules. In this section, we prove some additional basic lemmas,

and proceed with the classification of /-modules.

Lemma 3. If M=Mx® Mi, where Mx is a partly invariant submodule of M,

then M is an l-module if and only if either Mx is an l-module or Mi is an I-

module.

Proof. If either Mx or Mi is an /-module, then M is an /-module by

Lemma 1. Conversely, 0, Mx, Mx®Mi is an ascending chain of partly in-

variant submodules which satisfy the conditions of Baer's Theorem if neither

Mx nor Mi is an /-module.

Lemma 4. If M= zZe<y ®Mo, where each Mp is a partly invariant sub-

module of M, then M is an l-module if and only if at least one M$ is an I-

module.

Proof. The sufficiency follows from Lemma 1. Conversely, the submodules

M(a) = zZp<« © Mp form an ascending chain of partly invariant submodules

which satisfy the conditions of Baer's Theorem if each Mo is not an /-module.

Lemma 5. A finitely generated torsion module M is not an l-module.

Proof. If M is finitely generated, each p-primary component Mp in the

primary decomposition of M is finitely generated. Since each Mp is fully in-

variant, it follows from Lemma 4 that we may suppose that M itself is p-

primary for some prime pGR-

If M is finitely generated and primary, M— zZ*=i ® {xi}, where {xt} is a

cyclic module of order p*\ Let M(j) = {xGM\p'x = 0}. Then M(j+i)/M(j)

is a direct sum of a finite number of cyclic modules of order p and may be
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regarded as a finite dimensional vector space over the field R/(p). Moreover

any A>-isomorphism of M(j+1)/M(j) into itself is an i?/(£)-isomorphism.

Thus M(j + 1)/M(j) is not an /-module, since being finite dimensional, it

does not contain an isomorphic proper subspace. With M= M(to), the ascend-

ing chain of submodules M(j) satisfy the conditions of Baer's Theorem.

We obtain an improvement of Kaplansky's Theorem in [4]. A module

M is of finite rank r>0 if every finite subset of M not consisting of 0 alone

is contained in a submodule generated by r elements, and r is the least posi-

tive integer with this property. If no such r exists, then M is said to have

infinite rank (see [4] or [5] p. 49).

Theorem 1. A torsion module M of finite rank is not an I-module.

Proof. If M has finite rank, then each of its primary components has

finite rank, so that by Lemma 4 we may suppose that M is primary. With M

primary of finite rank r, by a result proved first by Prufer [7 ], M is the direct

sum of r modules each cyclic or of type p°°. Since the set of elements in a mod-

ule of type px with orders dividing p> is a cyclic submodule of order p1, the

submodule M(j) = {xEM\p'x = 0} is finitely generated. Thus, for each j,

M(j + 1)/M(j) is finitely generated, and is not an /-module by Lemma 5.

With M=M(to), the ascending chain of submodules M(j) satisfy the condi-

tions of Baer's Theorem, to complete the proof of the theorem.

We now consider an arbitrary i?-module M and apply Lemma 3 to the

decomposition M=Mi®Mi, where Mi is the maximal divisible submodule of

M and Mi is reduced. Since Mi is fully invariant, the hypothesis of Lemma 3

is satisfied. Thus we may consider divisible and reduced modules separately.

If M is divisible, M=T®F, where T, the torsion submodule of M, is a

direct sum of modules of type p°° for various primes pER, and F, which is

torsion-free, is a direct sum of copies of K, the quotient field of R. Since T is

fully invariant, this decomposition satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3, and

we may consider torsion-free and torsion divisible modules separately. The

following lemmas are closely related to certain results of [2].

Lemma 6. A torsion-free divisible R-module M is an I-module if and only if

M is a direct sum of infinitely many copies of K, the quotient field of R.

Proof. M may be regarded as a vector space over K, and a module iso-

morphism of M into itself is a nonsingular linear transformation of M.

Lemma 7. A torsion divisible R-module M is an I-module if and only if at

least one of the primary components of M is a direct sum of infinitely many mod-

ules of type p*.

Proof. If M is an /-module, then at least one of its primary components

is an /-module by Lemma 4. Such a primary component cannot be of finite

rank by Theorem 1, hence must be the direct sum of infinitely many modules

of type p™. The converse follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.
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The following theorem disposes of the divisible case.

Theorem 2. Let M be a divisible R-module. Then M is an l-module if and

only if there exists a primary component TPj of the torsion submodule T of M

such that M/ zZw © TPi has infinite rank.

Proof. Now M=zZi@ TPi ® F, where F is torsion-free, and M/ zZw © Tp<

-^TPi®F. If M/zZi*i ®TPi has infinite rank then either TPj or F has infinite

rank [7, p. 39]. If F has infinite rank, then F is the direct sum of infinitely

many copies of if, and M is an /-module by Lemma 1 and Lemma 6. If

Tpj has infinite rank, then Tpj is the direct sum of infinitely many modules

of type pK, and again M is an /-module by Lemma 1 and Lemma 7.

Conversely, if M/ zZ^i © TPi has finite rank for every primary com-

ponent TVj of /, then TPj®F has finite rank for every j. Thus F has finite

rank and Tpj has finite rank for every j. But then F is the direct sum of a

finite number of copies of if, and is not an /-module by Lemma 6. Similarly

each TPj is the direct sum of a finite number of modules of type px, and is

not an /-module by Lemma 7. It follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 that

M is not an /-module.

Our problem is now limited to the consideration of reduced modules M.

The torsion-free case is disposed of easily.

Theorem 3. A torsion-free R-module M which is not divisible is an I-

module.

Proof. If M is not divisible, there exists a9*0 in R and mGM such that

ax = m has no solution in M. Then the mapping y-^>ay, yGM is an isomor-

phism of M onto a proper submodule.

Before considering torsion reduced modules, we obtain a final theorem

concerning modules of finite rank.

Theorem 4. Let M be an R-module of finite rank. Then M is an l-module if

and only if M/T, where T is the torsion submodule of M, is not divisible.

Proof. Suppose first that M/T is divisible. Then M/T, being a torsion-

free divisible module of finite rank, is not an /-module by Lemma 6. Also, by

Theorem 1, T is not an /-module. Selecting M(0)=0, M(l) = T, and M(2)

= M, the hypotheses of Baer's Theorem are satisfied, and hence M is not an

/-module.

Conversely, if M/T is not divisible, then there exists a prime pGR such

that p(M/T)GM/T, and tp: x—>px is an isomorphism of M/T onto the

proper submodule p(M/T). Since M has finite rank, each Tp has finite rank.

Hence Tp is the direct sum of a module of bounded order and a divisible

module [7, p. 53], and therefore is a direct summand of M [5, p. 18], M

= TP®M'. Now we show that the mapping 0: y-^py is an isomorphism of M'

onto a proper submodule of A/', so that by Lemma 1, M is an /-module. Let
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T=TP@T'. Then the torsion submodule of M' is V, and py = 0 for yEM'

implies yETpr\T'=0. Hence 9 is an isomorphism. Since p(M/T)EM/T,

and since M'/T' is isomorphic to M/T, there exists an element zEM' which

is not divisible by p modulo V. Hence zEpM', so that 9 is not onto M'. This

completes the proof.

We now let M be a reduced torsion module. We may assume that R is

not a field, since M = 0 is the only torsion module over a field. By Lemma 4,

we may assume that M is primary.

Let N be a cardinal number. Then we will say that M is ^-generated if

M has a generating set with K elements and K is the least cardinal with this

property. If M is ^-generated, we will write | M\ =K. We denote the car-

dinal number of a set S by ||S||.

Theorem 5. Let Mbe a p-primary reduced R-module. If \ M\ >\\r\\^o, then

M is an I-module.

Proof. Since R is not a field, ||ic|| Si No- Thus, by hypothesis, | M\ >2*V

It follows that \B\ SjKo, where B is a basic submodule (see[6, p. 181 ]) of M.

For if \B\ <No, B is finitely generated, which implies that B is a pure sub-

module of M of bounded order and is therefore a direct summand of M.

Thus M = B@B', where B' is divisible, but since M is reduced, B' =0. Then

M is finitely generated, which is a contradiction. Following Fuchs [3, p.

273-274], we obtain

\m\  S Ko!|5||«o+ \b\  = \\b\\k,

since |J3| ^||5[| and \B\ =$0. Now ||JB|| g|[i?|| ■ | B\, so that

| m\ s (\\r\\- I b\ )«o.

Now assume that \B\ =N0. Then since |[i?||^^o, ||i?||-|s| =||i?|| and

\m\ ^||i?|]Mo, which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence \B\ >X0, that is, B

is not countably generated. Since B= Bi®Bi® ■ ■ ■ ©5*© ■ ■ ■ where Bt is

a direct sum of cyclic modules of order p{, some Bj is the direct sum of in-

finitely many cyclic modules of order p>. But Bj is a pure submodule of M of

bounded order and is a direct summand of M. Thus M is an 7-module by

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

Corollary. Let Gt^O be a reduced abelian group with torsion subgroup T.

Then if either || /|| = 1 or || T\\ > 2H°, G has an isomorphic proper subgroup.

Proof. If || T\\ = 1, G is torsion-free, and the result follows from Theorem 3.

If [|r|| >2No, then for some primary component Tp of T, \\TP\\ >2no. By the

proof of Theorem 5, a component Bj of a basic subgroup of Tp is an /-group.

Since Bj is pure in B, B is pure in Tp, Tp is pure in /, and T is pure in G, we

have that Bj is a pure subgroup of G of bounded order, and is a direct sum-

mand of G. Thus G is an /-group.
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It will follow from the results of the next section that if M is a primary

reduced module such that | M\ =b$o, then M is an /-module.

III. Partly transitive modules. Throughout this section, M is a p-primary

module over a principal ideal domain R. For the sake of completeness, we do

not assume that M is reduced, although for the application to /-modules it

would be sufficient to consider the reduced case. We use the following stand-

ard notation of [5].

(1) D is the maximal divisible submodule of M.

(2) P= [xGM\px = 0}.
(3) Ma, for any ordinal a, is defined inductively as follows: (i) Mo = M,

(ii) Ma+x=pMa, (iii) Ma = (io<a Mo if a is a limit ordinal.

(4) Pa=PC\Ma.

(5) X = min {a\Ma = Ma+x}. It is clear that M\ = D.

(6) /(a)=dim (Pa/Pa+i), where Pa/Pa+i is regarded as a vector space

over R/(p), for a<X. /(X)=dim (DC\P) = dim Px over R/(p). f(a)=0 for

a>X (including a= oo).

(7) An element xGM, xGD, has height a if xGMa and xGMa+i, and we

write h(x)=a. For X9*0 in D, we write h(x)=X, and h(0) = », where oo is

greater than any ordinal.

(8) For xGM, U(x) = (h(x), h(px), ■ ■ ■ , h(pnx), ■ ■ ■) is the Ulm se-

quence of x.

(9) £i = min {7I X^s«sx/(a) <No}, provided f(X) <N0, and p.= 00 other-

wise.

(10) H=Mllii m^X, andil=0 if m=°°-
We call // the top submodule of A/.
It should be remarked that for a p-primary module M, M has finite rank

r if and only if MC\P has finite dimension r over R/(p). Suppose first that M

has finite rank r. Then by the result of Prufer [7], M is the direct sum of r

modules each cyclic or of type p°°. Hence M(~\P is the direct sum of r cyclic

modules of order p, which is equivalent to the statement that MC\P has

dimension r over R/(p). Conversely, if MC\P has finite dimension r over

R/(p), then the rank of M cannot be less than r by what we have shown

above. Also, every finitely generated submodule N of M has rank equal to

the dimension of NC\P. Since N(~\PC:Mr\P, the dimension of NC\P is not

greater than r. Hence the rank of M is not greater than r.

Theorem 6. (a) // M=X, then X=p. + n for some non-negative integer n.

(b) H has finite rank, (c) If 8 is an isomorphism of M into itself, then 9 restricted

to H is an automorphism and h(9x) =h(x) for all xGH.

Proof, (a) We may suppose p, <X. If there were a limit ordinal a such that

p.<a^X, then there would be infinitely many distinct ordinals 7 such that

/x<7 <a and/(7) 9*0. For let Q be the set of ordinals 7 such that p.<y <a and

f(y) 9*0. If Q is empty, let 8= p., and if Q is not empty and finite, let 8 be the
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greatest ordinal in Q such that f(B) 5*0. Then 0=/(/3 + l) =/(/3 + 2) = • • • for

the infinite sequence of ordinals j8 + l, /3 + 2, • • • which are less than a. This

implies that P3+i=P^+2= •• -. Thus for xEPp+i = M^+iC\P, xEP»+n+i

= Mp+n+ir\P<^pnM0+i, so that x is divisible by p" in Mp+i tor arbitrary

n>0. Thus every xEPp+i has infinite height in Mp+i, and this implies that

Mp+i is divisible by [5, Lemma 8]. But this is impossible since Afp+OM\ =D,

the maximal divisible submodule of M. Now we have zZnsy&*f(y) =^o,

which contradicts the definition of u. Hence, \ = u+n for some positive inte-

ger n.

(b) If u= oo, i/ = 0 has finite rank zero. Otherwise p;^X. Then by (a),

\ = u+n for some non-negative integer n, and we prove by induction that

M\-k tor k^n has finite rank. For k=0,f(\) is just the rank of M\ = D, and

/(X) is finite. Assume that M\~k+i has finite rank. This means Px-jt+i is finite

dimensional over R/(p). But since the dimension of P\-k/P\-k+i isf(\ — k),

which is finite, Px-* has finite dimension. Since, as we have remarked above,

the dimension of Px-& is the rank of Mx-*, the induction is complete.

(c) If H=0, there is nothing to prove, so that we can assume u—\. Then

by (a) \=p,+n for some non-negative integer n. Since Ma is fully invariant

for all a, 9(Mx-k)^M\-k tor k =0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n. Since 9 is an isomorphism, it

follows from (b) and Theorem 1 that 9(M\-k) = M\-k- This implies that

h(9x) =h(x) for all xEH, and in particular that 0(H) =fl(Mx_„) =Mx-n = H,

so that 9 restricted to // is an automorphism. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

Let x E Af and 9 be an isomorphism of M into itself. Let U(x)

= (ao, on, • • ■ , ar, oo, oo, ■•• ) and U(6x) = (ft, ft, ■ ■ ■ , ft, °o, oo, • • • ).

Then a* gift f°r all i. It follows from Theorem 6 that if ft^Mi then a;=ft.

This fact is the basis of the following definitions.

Definition 3. Let U(x) = (a0,ai, ■ • ■ ,ar, co, co, . • • ) and U(y)

= (ft, ft, ■ ■ ■ , ft, », oo, • • • ) be the Ulm sequences of elements x, yEM.

Then we write U(x) < U(y) if a,-5= ft for all i and oti = 8i whenever 8i = f--

Definition 4. A ^-primary P-module M is called partly transitive if

whenever x, yEAf satisfy U(x) < U(y), then there exists an isomorphism 9

oi M into itself such that 9(x) =y.

Theorem 7. A countably generated p-primary R-module M is partly transi-

tive.

Proof. Step 1. There is an isomorphism 0 of [H, x} onto {H, y) which

does not decrease height, where x, yEM satisfy U(x) < U(y).

We note first that since H has finite rank by Theorem 6(b), H is

countably generated, and hence is transitive [5, Theorem 24]. Let U(x)

= (a0,cti, ■ • • ,ar, oo, oo, • • • ), U(y) = (P0,Bi, • ■ ■ , ft, oo, oo, • • . ), and let

k be the least integer such that ft }tu. Since Z7(x) < U(y), then forj'S^, ay=ft,

so that U(pkx) = U(pky). Moreover h(pk~lx) ^h(pk~Jy) <p. for k = 1. Now pkx,
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pkyGH, and since H is transitive, there exists an automorphism a of // such

that a(phx)=pky. For aGH and rGR, define 0: {H,x}-+{H,y} by 9(a + rx)

= a(a)+ry.

(i) 0 is well-defined. For a+'"x = 0-f-sx implies (r — s)xGH, so that r — s

= lpk. Then a(b)—a(a)=a(b — a)=a(lpkx)=la(pkx)=lpky = ry — sy. Hence

8(a+rx) — a(a) +ry = a(b) + sy =9(b+sx).

(ii) 0 is clearly a homomorphism of [H, x} onto [H, y}.

(iii) 0 is (1-1). Suppose 8(a+rx) =0, that is, a(a)+ry = 0. Then r = lpk for

otherwise h(ry)<u, in which case oo = ft(a(a)-r-ry) =h(ry) <p, which is im-

possible. Thus a(rx)=a(lpkx)=la(pkx)=lpky — ry, so that 0 = a(a)-|-ry

= a(a) +a(rx) =a(a + rx). Since a is an automorphism, a+rx = 0.

(iv) 0 does not decrease height. Let a+rxG \H, x}. If p* does not divide

r, h(9(a+rx)) =h(a(a)+ry) =h(ry) ^h(rx) =h(a+rx). If pk does not divide r,

a+rxGH, so that 9(a+rx)=a(a+rx). Since a is an automorphism of

11 = Mia, and since M„+i, ikf^+2, • • • , A/M+„ = A/x are fully invariant submod-

ules of H of finite rank, it follows from Theorem 1 that a(M„+jO = M^+k, that

is, a preserves A/-height in H. Hence h(9(a+rx)) =h(a(a+rx)) =h(a + rx).

Step 2. Let Zx, Z%, • • • , Zn, • • • be an enumeration of the generators of

M, and let x, yGM with U(x) < U(y). Assume that an isomorphism 0 has

been defined on a submodule S of M such that

(i)   S3 { II, X, Zl,   ■   ■   •  , 2» } , Zn+X GS.

(ii)  5 has finite rank.

(iii) 0(5) CM with 9(x)=y.

(iv) h(9s)^h(s) for all sGS.
Let S' = \S, zn+x}. We will extend 0 to S', preserving the properties (iii)

and (iv). We may assume that pzn+iGS, for we can replace the given sequence

of generators by pnizi, p"l_Izi, • • • , pzx, Zi, Pn2z2, pn2~lz2, ■ • ■ , pz2, z2, • • •

where pni+1Zj = 0 for all i.

We prove first that there exists zGzn+i + S which has maximal height in

this coset, that is, h(z)^h(z+s) for all sGS. By (ii), S = S®E, where 5 is

finitely generated and EQD. This follows from the result in [7] referred to

in the proof of Theorem 1. If (zn+i + S)P\D is not empty, then there exists

z = Zn+x+s, 5G5 such that h(z) =X. Then if z'Gz„+i+5 such that h(z')>h(z),

we have h(z') = oo. Thus z'=0 and z„+xGS, which is a contradiction. Hence z

has maximal height in zn+i + S. Suppose, on the other hand, that (zn+i + S)(^D

is empty. Then, since S is finitely generated, there exists z = z„+i+s, sGS

such that h(z) is maximal in zn+i + S. Let z+Si+h, siGS, hGD, be an ele-

ment of z„+i+5. Now z+SxGD, since z + si = z„+i + (.,;+5i)Gsn+i + 'S and

(Zn+i + S)r\D is empty. Hence h(z+si) <X = h(h), so that ^(z)^^(z + 5i)

= h(z+Si+ti). Thus h(z) is maximal in zn+l+S.

Let T = 9(S), w=9(pz), where z is an element of maximal height in z„+i + S.

We prove next that there exists z'GM such that (a) pz' =w, (b) h(z') ^h(z),

and (c) z'GT.
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We have h(w) =h(9pz)=h(pz)=h(z) + l, so that there exists uEM such

that h(u)—h(z) and w = pu. If uET, let z'=u. Otherwise, uET, and let

y=h(z). Since zn+iEH by (i), zEH, and 7<ju. Therefore zZyi«s\f(a) 1S

infinite, and dimit/(p) Py = Ro- Since 5 has finite rank by (ii), T = 9(S) has

finite rank and dim^/^ (TC\P) <Ho- Thus there exists vEM such that

h(v)^y, pv = 0, and »$/ Set z' = u+v. Then z'E'F, f°r otherwise d = z' — m

E P, and

h(z') = min {/?(«), A(»)} = 7 = fc(z).

As pz'=w, z' has properties (a), (b), and (c).

For sE-5, rER, define 9(s+rz)=9(s)+rz'. We show that this definition

extends 9 to S', preserving the properties (iii) and (iv). If s+rz = Si + riZ, then

(r — ri)z = si — sES. Since z = z„+1 mod S, (r — ri)zn+iES. Butzn+iES,pzn+iES,

and the fact that R is a principal ideal domain, imply p divides r — rx. Then

Si — s=pmz, and 9(si)—9(s)=m9(pz)=mw = mpz'=rz' — riz'. Hence 9 is well

defined. Clearly, 9 is a homomorphism. Suppose that 9(s)+rz' =0. Then

r=pm. For otherwise, there exists riER such that nr = l mod (order z'),

and 0=riO(s)+rxrz' =9(rxs)+z'. Hence z'ET, which contradicts (c). Hence 9

is an isomorphism of S' into M such that 9(x) =y.

It remains to prove (iv) is satisfied for S', that is, h(9(s+rz)) =h(9(s)+rz')

— h(s+rz). If r = pm, then 9(s)+rz'=9(s)+pmz' =9(s)+mw=9(s)+m9(pz)

= 9(s+mpz)=d(s+rz), so that h(9(s)+rz') =h(s+rz), since (iv) is satisfied

for 5. If p does not divide r, there exists riER such that rir=l mod (order z).

Then /?(5+rz) =/j(n(5 + rz)) =h(rxs+z) ^min \h(ris), h(z)}. On the other

hand, since z has maximal height in z+S, h(ris+z) ^h(z). Thus, in case h(z)

= h(ris) or in case h(z) ?±h(ris), we have h(s + rz) =min \h(ris), h(z)}. But now,

h(z) =h(z') by (b) and h(ris) =h(9(rxs)) by (iv) which is satisfied for S. Hence

h(s+rz) =min{h(9(ris),h(z')}^ h(9(ris) +z') = h(9(ns + z)) = h(nO(s + rz))

= h(6(s+rz)).
The proof of the theorem is completed, by inductively extending 9 to an

isomorphism of M into itself.

Corollary. // M/D is countably generated, then the p-primary R-module

M is partly transitive.

Proof. M = Mi® zZr^T ©Pr, where each DT is a module of type p™. If T

is countable, then M is countably generated and the result follows from the

theorem. Otherwise, for x, yEAf, there is a finite subset RET such that

x, yEMi®zZ*£K ©Pr. Let 5 be a countably infinite set with RESET.

Define Di= zZms ®Dr. Then A/iffiPi is a direct summand of M which is

countably generated, contains x and y, and its top submodule is zero. Now

if U(x) < U(y) in M, we have U(x) < U(y) in Mi®Du so that by the theorem,

there exists an isomorphism 9 of AfiffiPi into itself such that 0(x)=y, and,

clearly, this isomorphism can be extended to M.
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Theorem 8. // M is a p-primary reduced module such that | M\ =£^o then

M is an l-module.

Proof. If m = w. then by the argument used to prove part (a) of Theorem

6, there exist infinitely many a<p. with f(a)9*0. In particular, there exist

x, yGM such that px = py = 0 and h(x) <h(y) <p. Hence 77(x) ■< U(y), and

by Theorem 7, there is an isomorphism of M into itself sending x into y.

Since this isomorphism is not height preserving, it cannot be an automor-

phism. Hence M is an /-module.

If /x <co, then X <co by Theorem 6. Hence M has bounded order px. There-

fore M = Mx® M2® ■ ■ ■ ®M\, where Mi is the direct sum of cyclic modules

of order p\ Since M is not finitely generated, some Mi must have infinitely

many summands and hence is an /-module by Lemma 2. Therefore, by

Lemma 1, M is an /-module.

Corollary. A countable p-primary reduced abelian group G has an iso-

morphic proper subgroup if and only if G is infinite.

IV. Summary. In this section we summarize our results for abelian

groups, which is the most important special case of the problem.

For torsion groups G, the problem of determining groups with isomorphic

proper subgroups (/-groups) has been reduced to the case where G is an

infinite p-primary reduced group, and we have proved that if G is countable

(Theorem 8, Corollary) or if G has cardinality greater than 2No (Theorem 5,

Corollary), then G is an /-group. No example of an infinite p-primary reduced

group which is not an /-group is known to the authors. Further, we know of

no example of such a group which is not partly transitive. It seems reasonable

to conjecture that every p-primary group is partly transitive, in which case

the problem would be completely solved for torsion groups, since by the

proof of Theorem 8, every p-primary, reduced, partly transitive, infinite

group is an /-group.

For mixed abelian groups G (where we may again assume that G is re-

duced), the problem of determining /-groups has been reduced to the torsion

case if G splits, that is, if G=T®F where T is the torsion subgroup of G

(Lemma 3 and Theorem 3). Theorem 4 disposes of mixed groups of finite

rank, and the Corollary of Theorem 5 solves the problem when the cardinal-

ity of T is greater than 2N°. Thus, the problem is open for mixed abelian

groups of infinite rank which do not split and for which the cardinality of /

is less than or equal to 2Xo. For this case, we give below an example of an

/-group and an example of a non-/-group. We conjecture that G is an /-

group if G/T is not divisible.

Example 1. We use the example [6, p. 203] of a group G = { /, Vx, v2, ■ ■ ■ ,

Vi, ■ ■ • } where T is a reduced p-primary group containing elements'of arbi-

trarily high order, T is the torsion subgroup of G, and the v, satisfy relations

pVi+i=Vi+ai, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , aiGT. G has infinite rank since T has infinite
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rank [7, p. 38]. It is shown that it is possible to choose OiGT so that G does

not split. Now G/T is a torsion-free group of rank one and type [6, p. 204,

footnote] (0, • • • , 0, «", 0, • • • )• If g is a prime different from p, then

q(G/T) GG/T and qGGG. Since / is p-primary, it follows as in the proof of

Theorem 4 that the mapping x—>gx, xGG, is an isomorphism of G onto the

proper subgroup qG.

Example 2. Let G be the complete direct sum of the cyclic groups

{xi}, {x2}, • • • , {xt}, ■ ■ ■ , where {x,} has order pi and pi, pi, • ■ • ,

pi, • ■ ■ are the primes in their natural order. Since G is uncountable, G has

infinite rank. The torsion subgroup T oi G is the direct sum /= zZi°= i ©{*»}•

If 0 is an isomorphism of G into G, then 0( zZt^i n'xi) = zZi=\ nfi(xi). We have

00

7 , UiXi  '—    / , UiXi    |     UjXj

i=l ii*j

and

0( zZ niXi + UjXj\ = dl zZ riixA + nfi(xi).
\  iftj / \  i^tj /

Since zZ^i nixf ls divisible by pj, 9(zZi*i w,-x,-) is divisible by pj, and this

implies 0( zZ&j n-xi) = zZi*i »w,-x,-. Further, jx,} is a fully invariant subgroup

of G, so that nj9(xj) =mjXj. Hence we have 9(zZ?-x mxi) — zZt^i miXi, where

mjXj = nfi(xf), and this result holds for all j. Now 9 restricted to {xj} is an

automorphism, so that 0 is a mapping onto G and hence is an automorphism.

Thus, G is not an /-group. It should be observed that in this example G/T

is divisible, and that the example may be given for any principal ideal do-

main with infinitely many primes.
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